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Are you a business owner who would like to hire a Virtual Assistant because you
have been so overwhelmed with different tasks and you know you need to
delegate? Today allow me to share with you what are the benefits when it comes to
hiring a Virtual Assistant. 

[Surge intro] 

Hi there my name is Grace and I am the CEO and owner of Surge Digital Agency.
Today allow me to share with you “Why you need to hire a Virtual Assistant? What
are the benefits that you can avail right now when leveraging your business?
Because you leverage your business in hiring a virtual assistant.

A Virtual Assistant usually works as an independent worker or under a contract with
a Virtual Assistance company. Considering Virtual Assistants are working from
home, you don't need to provide equipment for them most of the time. There are
also times that you need to do that but oftentimes you are going to be starting right
away with a Virtual Assistant because they have their own set up when it comes to
their computer, access to internet, and the like. Hence, you can save a lot of cash

for equipment and other expenses when it comes to hiring a Virtual Assistant. On
top of that, you can really grow your company through Virtual Assistants and can
avail these five benefits of I’m going to show you.

One of the benefits when you are hiring a Virtual Assistant is an Improved

Flexibility. When you are experiencing a busy season or you're just really
overwhelmed with tasks, you can go ahead and add additional workforce by
delegating your tasks that Virtual Assistants can manage, they can work and go
from there and provide value for you. Hiring a new employee in the office may not
be the practical solution. When your business doesn’t have significant work to do,
you will not need additional help anymore since you don't have the work. But when
you are hiring a Virtual Assistant, they are working independently, thus you can hire
them when you need them and pause the contract when you don't have anything

temporarily. This means you can save a lot of time and you can also save a lot of

cash and your operations are very targeted. Another option is you can assign tasks
to Virtual Assistants from previous projects and as a business owner you can also
decide when you want to hire a part-time or full time Virtual Assistant, so it’s really
flexible and it’s going to be dependent on your business needs. 



Another benefit in hiring a Virtual Assistant is Intensified Productivity. There’s
actually a study that remote workers are found more productive than employees in the

office. VAs flexibility in their working set-up motivates them to be effective and more
efficient. As an effect, many are now considering to transition working-from-home or
remotely working around the globe. Along with flexibility, a healthy relationship is
essential in maintaining a well-being of employees. And when employees are
excellent in health conditions they are most likely to be more productive. Virtual
Assistants are plentiful in these because they usually tend to master creating an
exceptional work-life balance so the more that they are empowered and can have

time freedom the more that they can be productive as well. Another benefit in hiring a

Virtual Assistant is Superior Work Quality. Most of the Virtual Assistants or
freelancers around the globe has their own specific skill set. They are an expert of

several niches and they focus on their main services over the years. So they’re gaining

understanding and they can provide value on those services. So if your business
needs something, hiring a Virtual Assistant in line with the certain expertise when your
requirements can produce excellent result. Another thing is that a remote worker is
capable of multitasking which is good since you’ll capture different expertise in one

person. So for example, you need a social media manager with facebook ads and pro
fix design skills. There are Virtual Assistants who can do that, thus you don’t have to
hire three person because that three skills can be in one Virtual Assistant. More than
that, most of Virtual Assistants have been experienced with different cultures and

diverse environments that they are able to adapt to your work or organizational culture
right away. And with the value they provide they will make your business more
competitive by providing superior work quality. They have the skill, they have the

experience and they can adapt to any culture, thus they can really represent your
brand properly and provide that superior work quality. Hiring a Virtual Assistant is also
a Cost-Effective Solution. Hiring a new employee means additional overhead cost
which denotes another expense that may negatively impact your balance. On the

contrary, when you hire a Virtual Assistant you don’t need to prepare a huge budget.
One reason for this is because remote workers or freelancers are working

independently, they have their own set up. So you don’t have to really spend anything

else aside from their working hourly-rate or even a fixed rate for the whole month.
And this is you compensating the very services that they’re providing, maybe hourly or
on a monthly basis. You’ll get the best talents to help you with business needs, your
goals, your vision, meaning there’s an instant talent pool for your business and it’s
going to be cost-effective because you don’t have to spend so much more than the

hourly rate or being monthly fixed rates. Another benefit in hiring a Virtual Assistant is
being able to Streamline Business Operations. A more simplified process or
business operation enables a business to have a clear focus. If you don't have this
type of preparation yet maybe hiring a Virtual Assistant can help you with this set up.
With their skills and experience, they can incorporate tools in making your operations
run smoothly. They know automations, they know project management tools,
softwares in this digital generation that can streamline your business operations.



There are a lot of other benefits, but these five are the ones that can really help you
get started leveraging your business through hiring a Virtual Assistant. The Surge

Digital Agency started with our online courses serving thirty students on a monthly
basis and we have grown serving one thousand to one thousand five hundred students
on a monthly basis over four years. Now we are catering a lot of business owners who
want to have a Virtual Assistants and we were able to grow this one because of

remote workers. We have an inhouse Virtual Assistants ourselves and they are at least
fifteen team members who are really providing value all around the globe. We have

Virtual Assistants who are working with us on a part-time or full-time basis so we have

flexibility. We also do process mapping, training in reach mens and time trackers in
order to re-ensure productivity despite the flexibility of working time. We only hire
Virtual Assistants who were trained under our academy and have done our
apprenticeships so they are ready to give work quality right away on day one. We’re
also very cost effective with our solutions because they have their own set-up from
home. And another benefit is we were able to release firm-line our business solutions
and processes because of these amazing team members who are working remotely
around the globe.

You too can experience these benefits when you hire a Virtual Assistant so go ahead

and sign-up in Surge Digital dot Agency and hire the very fitting Virtual Assistant for
you and for your company and start experiencing the very benefits of hiring a Virtual
Assistant.

I hope this video has been helpful, get connected with us. You can find us in social
media sites at Surge Digital Web Agency. You can also personally email me

grace@surgedigitalwebagency or hire a Virtual Assistant through our freelancing

marketplace website Surge Digital dot Agency.

Feel free to comment, share or connect with us and subscribe for more freelancing

marketplace guides especially in hiring a Virtual Assistant that's going to be effective

for your business today.

That would be all, I hope this video has been helpful. I will see you again on the next
video. Bye for now and Godbless you all! (Mwah!)

[Surge outro]


